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Dear Chair 

Submission: Inquiry into building quality in the ACT 

I own a home in the ACT and two homes overseas. I owned two homes in NSW and one in Victoria. I 
am not a builder and am not associated with a trade. I am a consumer. 

Do we need to license trades people to achieve better quality work? The answer is no. 

Having built in jurisdictions where licensing is compulsory, it did not increase the quality of my home 
in Yass, NSW. For example, the licensed plumber, who actually taught at TAFE in Goulburn, did not 
secure the water pipes as per code with steel clamps. Instead, he used duct tape. The Yass Valley 
Council that independently inspected his work issued a rectification order. The plumbing, including 
gas, was leaking and rattling when water flowed. The certified electrician connected the lights in the 
master bedroom to a power point. When a window frame split because the trades person rammed a 
fat nail into the frame, it was merely painted over. The bricks were not laid as per the BCA. The gaps 
between the bricks (i.e. mortar) were between zero and 2.5cm wide which were outside of the 
tolerances.  

NSW Fair Trading sent out an inspector who issued a rectification order. When part of the house was 
rebricked, the builder used a similar brick but with a noticeably different tone (light grey vs dark 
grey). The qualified and licenced bricky shouted at me: “I’m here to fuckin’ lay the bricks. Not sort 
them!”  

The portico was crooked. The plumber laid the main water pipe across my neighbour’s land and he 
plugged a home-made extension lead in the pouring rain from the water tank to my house. Need I 
go on? 

The matter was eventually heard in court. We settled during the hearing. 

The ACT’S reputation precedes. My current townhouse is probably one of the better ones but there 
are gaps between the bricks and windows, the skylight is leaking, the wooden fencing offers zero 
privacy and the internal doors scrape along the floor. There’s plenty to fix. Need I go on? 

Friends of mine who bought into an apartment in Belconnen are left out of pocket as the unsightly 
leaking roof leaves brown muck, like rust, dripping down the beige façade. Because there is no 
warranty, he and fellow tenants are stuck with a $100,000+ bill to fix the roof. 

My point is that builders employ cheap trades people, whether licensed or not, to do a cheap job. 
There are no independent building inspectors in the ACT that will look at the build in terms of quality 
workmanship. They are paid by a developer to sign off on a development. They merely look at the 



structural integrity of a build as per the BCA… and they better sign off on it or they won’t get another 
job. 

When I took  to court, no one wanted to write an independent building report for 
me. One inspector told me that the MBA had put pressure on him in the past for writing negative 
reports on members of the MBA. I eventually found an independent person but not before the 
builder sent their own ‘independent’ inspector who tried to strong-arm me into giving up the court 
case. Builders and building organisations are part of the problem. 

With a housing shortage and millions to be made by developers, no one cares about shonky, 
squished and poor-quality homes and apartments. Sorry, but ACT Planning signs off on every piece 
of rubbish as soon as a developer runs to the Director or Minister. Where are the conflict of interest 
forms? 

If the ACT wants to lead the way in truly high-quality housing, then you need to: 

1. Set a compulsory standard anchored in law (not just the BCA) so that owners can take 
builders to court over quality disputes; 

2. Set a compulsory insurance paid by the builder (and not the owner) that increases with 
every successful claim against the builder. This insurance must cover quality and not just the 
BCA; 

3. Create an independent and audited Building Certifier General position who employs 
independent building certifiers that must certify all multi-unit developments and when 
requested for single unit dwellings; and 

4. For lower value developments or work, the ACT Fair Trading must also utilise building 
inspectors that can issue rectification orders. My experience with ACT Fair Trading is that 
they are useless and have no knowledge of building disputes. 
 

I have seen qualified and certified trades people miserably fail and I have seen unlicensed trades 
people excel. Introducing a regulatory burden would be nice for the MBA and unions but not for a 
home owner who must foot the bill in the end. And as stated above, licensing will not guarantee 
better quality work. 

You can’t force trades people to take pride in their work but you can force the law upon them 
through independent ACT building inspectors who must sign off on plumbing, electricals, structural 
and design requirements as stipulated in an ACT development approval (DA). But even here, don’t 
get me started about the quality of DAs. 

Create a rigorous and robust quality assurance framework which includes all facets of construction 
underpinned by legislation and enforced by independent, audited ACT Building Inspectors. 

Kind regards 

James Smithurst 

 




